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Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 provides powerful new tools with which to get connected, manage information, and communicate with others. It is the most-changed application in this revision of the Office products, including an entirely new interface as well as improvements in junk mail blocking and security. Outlook 2003 takes advantage of the latest technologies such as XML and Microsoft SharePoint to extend desktop communication and meeting workspace collaboration over an intranet or the Internet. With these significant changesto both the look and functionality of the program, readers will benefit from the visual format of the Show Me series. All the most important tasks are covered, making this book ideal for new users as well as those upgrading from a previous version. Other features of the book include a "Troubleshooting Guide" to help solve common problems, a "Project Guide" with a listing of real-world projects by feature, and a "MOS Exam Guide" with a complete listing of MOS objectives and page numbers to locate tasks related to those objectives within the text. No other visual series includes this valuable feature.

 About The Authors

Steve Johnson has written more than twenty books on a variety of computer software, including Microsoft Office XP, Microsoft Windows XP, Macromedia Director MX and Macromedia Fireworks, and Web publishing. In 1991, after working for Apple Computer and Microsoft, Steve founded Perspection, Inc., which writes and produces software training. When he is not staying up late writing, he enjoys playing golf, gardening, and spending time with his wife, Holly, and three children, JP, Brett, and Hannah. When time permits, he likes to travel to such places as New Hampshire in October, and Hawaii. Steve and his family live in Pleasanton, California, but can also be found visiting family all over the western United States.

Katherine T. Pinard has over 15 years experience as a technical writer and editor. She has worked on books about Microsoft Office since 1994. She lives in Massachusetts with her husband and three daughters.

Jane E. Pedicini has worked as an editor, writer, and instructor in the computer industry for more than 20 years. She has written and edited training manuals, documentation and references books, and articles for industry trade publications. She has also trained end users and employees on a wide range of computer software applications. She lives with her husband, John, and their two daughters, Susan and Sarah, in the Boston area.
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Java Methods for Financial Engineering: Applications in Finance and InvestmentSpringer, 2007
In order to build a successful, Java-based application it is important to have a clear understanding of the principles underlying the various financial models. Those models guide the application designer in choosing the most appropriate Java data structures and implementation strategy. This book describes the principles of model building in...
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Handbook of Sport PsychologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
It certainly is gratifying and exciting for me, as coeditor of the two previous editions of this Handbook (i.e., Singer, Murphy, & Tennant, 1993; Singer, Hausenblas, & Janelle, 2001), to realize the impact this type of resource book has had on the field of sport psychology in general, and on so many individuals around the world. These...
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iPhone Hacks: Pushing the iPhone and iPod touch Beyond Their LimitsMake Books, 2009
With iPhone Hacks, you can make your iPhone do all you'd expect of a mobile smartphone -- and more. Learn tips and techniques to unleash little-known features, find and create innovative applications for both the iPhone and iPod touch, and unshackle these devices to run everything from network utilities to video game emulators. 
...
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Get the Image You Want : Essential Photoshop Editing TechniquesPeachpit Press, 2005
Creating great photographic images doesn't stop with perfecting  your shooting techniques. Once you have your photo in digital form, you can take  it to the next level with image editing tools like Photoshop. While other  Photoshop books go from feature to feature, explaining every little detail of  this expansive program, this...
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Genome and Disease (Genome Dynamics, Vol. 1)Karger, 2006

	Cancer and other genetic human diseases are caused by a variety of mutations, ranging from subtle sequence changes to larger genomic rearrangements and alterations in chromosome number (aneuploidy). With contributions by reputed experts, this book aims to update the knowledge on the multiple mechanisms of genomic instability leading to human...
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Degunking Microsoft OfficeParaglyph, 2005
Degunking Microsoft Office covers the basics to help you quickly get your PCs back to top performance.  The unique thing about Degunking Microsoft Office is that it's organized according to the special "cleaning" process that will improve the performance of your computer. Shortcut and time calculation charts are provided...
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